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Mot & Chandon's  Champagne Terroir campaign focuses  on the product's  source ingredients  and heritage. Image credit: Mot & Chandon

 
By DIANNA DILWORT H

LVMH's Mot & Chandon Champagne brand has kicked off a new social media campaign that aims to play up its
heritage and the source of its  wines.

The idea is also to connect with consumers' desire for products they consume to be more sustainable.

"The strategy reflects a pivot to environmental values to appeal to consumer expectations at this moment," said Ana
Andjelic, strategy executive and Author of The Business of Aspiration, New York. "Moet & Chandon is making the
raw materials (grapes) part of their brand identity, which is a very smart way to position itself above competition.

"The story about their grapes is the story that only Mot & Chandon can own, and it creates a strong association in
consumers' minds," she said. "This strategy roots the brand in the specific location and a specific heritage and a
way of doing things. It plays up Mot's legacy of Champagne-making."
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View this post on Instagram

 

Care with Passion Chapter n 1: Champagne Terroir Protecting the very
specific Champagne ecosystem is our top priority. This is why, at Mot &
Chandon, our vineyard experts have chosen to minimize our
environmental impact since 2014. #MoetChandon #CareWithPassion .
This material is not intended to be viewed by persons under the legal
alcohol drinking age or in countries with restrict ions on advert ising on
alcoholic beverages. ENJOY MOET RESPONSIBLY

A post shared by Mot & Chandon Official (@moetchandon) on Jun 19, 20…

#CareWithPassion
The Champagne Terroir is  a new Instagram video series that kicked off on Instagram, and each video highlights the
source of the Champagne from its grape vines in the northeastern part of France.

The first chapter shows aerial footage of the grape fields and then zooms in on a closeup of a bug on a grape,
followed by a shot of a worker's hands breaking chalk.

"Mot & Chandon's 1200 hectares have been certified as sustainable viticulture since 2014," said Frederic Gallois,
vineyard director at Mot & Chandon, Epernay, France.

"Each bottle of Mot & Chandon has a story," reads the text of another post. "It is  about tradition and passionate men &
women. It travels from our Home in Epernay, to yours, wherever you are. Discover the different chapters of its
making, starting from the very beginning: the Champagne Terroir, our unique land."

The Champagne Terrior posts all use the hashtags #MoetChandon #CareWithPassion.

"The Champagne Terroir is  very small, a few hectares of vines, which designation is protected," reads another post.
"From the exceptional nature of its  soil, to the diversity of the grapes that grow, its riches are incomparable and
deserve to be protected."

Another video is dedicated to the grapes, which are at the core of Champagne making. The oenologist team explains
the character of the different varieties of grape and why they are selected.

"They are targeting both their legacy customer, who enjoys and is loyal to Mot & Chandon, and the next generation,
who is attracted to brands with environmental values," Ms. Andjelic said.

"Ingredients are one of the ways that luxury brands use to achieve rarity - other sources are rarity of production with
limited number of items produced - [and] distribution with limited number of stores/distribution partners,
communication via word-of-mouth," Ms. Andjelic said. "Making ingredients rare, exclusive, and exceptional is part
of the luxury strategy."

https://www.instagram.com/p/CBn2H8Wlojb/?utm_source=ig_embed&utm_campaign=loading
https://www.instagram.com/moetchandon/?utm_source=ig_embed&utm_campaign=loading


 

Mot & Chandon's  plays  up its  grape fields  in its  lates t video campaign about the product's  sus tainable ingredients . Image credit: Mot & Chandon

French delicacies
Mot & Chandon is not the first brand to fill consumers' social media feeds with luscious imagery of fields in the
South of France.

LVMH-owned fashion house Christian Dior ran a campaign in March playing up the source flowers of its  J'Adore
perfume in a fragrance campaign aimed at appealing to the consumer desire to connect with nature.

Dior Parfums' cross-channel effort paid tribute to the "myth and the scent" of the perfume which comes from
elements in the French countryside.

The campaign celebrates the scent of Jasmine Grandiflorum from Grasse, France, appealing to affluent consumers
looking for more environmentally friendly products. These flowers are celebrated every August at an annual festival
held in the French Riviera town since 1946 (see story).

In April, Chanel dropped its "Beyond the Jar" video campaign, an effort that played up the makers and ingredients of
its perfumes to appeal to consumers with a taste for organic handmade goods (see story).

"I see it as less a back-to-nature approach and more playing up the provenance, the heritage, the time, and timeliness
of tradition, in order to amplify the brand artisanship angle," Ms. Andjelic said.

"The more big luxury brands become global conglomerates, the more they want to find value in their heritage and
their past and specific geographical region that they can use to build a narrative and myth around," she said.
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